
By Rajesh Kumar Singh and Frank Jack Daniel 

Last month, hundreds of workers went on the ram-
page at a factory belonging to garment exporter
Orient Craft, torching vehicles and smashing win-

dows in the gritty industrial fringes of Gurgaon, a Delhi
satellite city. Increasingly common in Indian workplaces,
these violent outbursts could become a thing of the past
under a bold round of labor reforms planned by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. Many businesses cheer the plans,
which they say will help make India a manufacturing hub.
Taiwan’s Foxconn, the world’s largest contract electronics
manufacturer, plans to set up 12 new factories in India
and employ one million workers.

Yet Orient Craft, which has suffered three riots in three
years, fears the changes will create as many problems as
they solve by making the cottonwear it exports to global
brands such as GAP and Marks & Spencer less competi-
tive. Like many other low-margin businesses in India, gar-
ment makers will gain from increased flexibility to hire,
and fire, seasonal labor - reforms demanded by industry
since India began to shift away from socialism in 1991.

But to make this more palatable for unions, Modi
wants to also extend the social security net. The govern-
ment expects that will reduce labor volatility, but it will
also raise costs for companies like Orient Craft whose
chairman Sudhir Dhingra fears losing clients to lower-
cost rivals in Bangladesh. Dhingra said the new flexibility
will enable him to hire workers according to his business
requirements, but only if Indian garments remain in
demand. If they are priced out of business, the net bene-

fit evaporates, he said. “Buyers are already moving to
cheaper locations,” said Virender Uppal, the head of
India’s Apparel Export Promotion Council. “If labor costs
go up further, it’s going to affect business.” Modi plans to
take the amendments to parliament later this year.

The Roots of a Riot
The June 20 riot at the Orient Craft factory was

sparked by an unfounded rumour that a worker had
died from an electric shock. A similar rumour in February
led to strife at another nearby apparel exporter, Richa
Global. Nobody was seriously hurt in these outbursts -
unlike the 2012 riot at a Maruti Suzuki plant that left one
executive dead and many injured. Workers, labor officials
and managers say the cost of living, low wages and con-
ditions in slums where migrant workers stay keep
Gurgaon’s labourers on edge. They can easily turn on
their bosses - even at firms like Orient Craft, known for
its worker care.

“When your life is so stressed, any trivial reason is
capable of turning you violent,” said Akshay Kumar Pal, a
42-year-old worker from Uttar Pradesh state. Pal has
lived for a decade in a cramped, dirt-floored room with a
leaky roof in Gurgaon. In his block, 80 people live up to
six per room, sharing three toilets and a single water tap.
Rents rise every year. Pal said he was a tailor at Richa
Global until April when he was sacked, accused of
involvement in the February riot. He says he was not
there. At Richa, Pal earned about $200 a month after 2-3
hours overtime every day. Half of his pay went on rent
and food, leaving little for his wife and two daughters

back home. “There is a big mismatch between our wages
and the cost of living,” he said. “You cannot survive with-
out overtime.”

Too Little, Too Late
Orient Craft’s bright, ventilated factories are recognised

as offering better conditions than most. It’s known for tak-
ing good care of its 32,000 employees. But even Dhingra
recognises that the system is not working. “We know the
wages paid to workers are not good enough to secure
them a decent and dignified living,” he said. “But we can-
not afford to pay more, else we will lose all our business.”
The failure by successive governments to overhaul one of
the world’s most rigid labor markets has squeezed firms
like Dhingra’s between low-cost producers like Bangladesh
and skilled and fast-moving innovators like China.

Modi’s reforms aim to help companies go up the value
chain, creating jobs for the 200 million Indians who will
reach working age over the next two decades, and reduc-
ing labor volatility. Shankar Aggarwal, the top bureaucrat
at the labor ministry, said laws had not adapted to the
dynamics of mobile labor forces and industry demands.
The changes under discussion will improve productivity
as well as industrial relations, he said. Instead of saddling
companies with additional costs, Dhingra wants the gov-
ernment to set up hostels for workers in industrial towns
to reduce tension in the workforce. He also wants India to
sign free trade agreements with the European Union and
the United States to offset the cost advantage exporters
from Bangladesh enjoy. “After starting so late, changes in
laws alone will not be enough,” he said. —Reuters
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Aserious clash between Burkina Faso’s presidential
guard and the prime minister has left the west
African nation on a political tightrope three months

ahead of a key presidential election. “I shall have done all I
can to keep the peace in our country,” interim President
Michel Kafando recently declared, but he acknowledged
being powerless to resolve confrontation. The former diplo-
mat instead called on “everybody’s sense of responsibility...
(to) save Burkina from disorder and chaos” before and after
the vote in October.

The poverty-striken Sahel nation, whose former presi-
dent Blaise Compaore was toppled by a popular uprising in
October 2014 after 27 years in power, is struggling to get
over a crisis triggered by the Regiment of Presidential
Security (RSP). The highly-trained corps in February briefly
demanded the dismissal from government of Lieutenant-
Colonel Isaac Zida, its second-in-command, who is prime
minister in a transitional regime. Zida, who briefly served as
head of state after Compaore was ousted, had called for the
RSP to be disbanded in the interest of national security.

‘False Coup’ 
The regiment was widely criticised for brutality during

the demonstrations against Compaore, when 24 people
were killed and more than 600 injured. On June 28, the gov-
ernment announced that a plot by RSP soldiers against Zida
had been foiled, but army officers accused him of staging a
“false coup” to keep his job. Kafando and Zida are due to
hand over to a new executive formed after the presidential
election scheduled for October 11 to complete a political
transition. Several civil society organisations have accused
the authorities of dirty tactics. “The RSP-Zida crisis they’re
trying to sell us is a cover for a bid to restore the old regime,”
one statement said.

Whether or not Compaore has any say in events from
exile in Morocco, the anti-Zida movement is real and
extends far beyond the crack regiment, which civic bodies
want disbanded. Military chiefs have urged Kafando to form
a purely civilian government, thus getting rid of Zida, who
also serves as minister of defence. Zida made himself more
unpopular in June for overseeing a reform to the military
code making it possible to promote a lieutenant-colonel to
general “in exceptional circumstances”.

“We’ve had military men who have been heads of state
in this country,” a top general staff officer told AFP, recalling
that Compaore took power as a captain, like his predecessor
and one-time comrade Thomas Sankara. “Nobody has tried
to give themselves a higher rank.” A senior RSP officer said
that to end the crisis, the regiment was “completely placing
itself in President Kafando’s hands”. “If he doesn’t make good
decisions or takes too long, we’ll be forced to withdraw and
let the soldiers do as they want,” the officer warned. “We
can’t calm them down indefinitely.”

‘Call for Help’ 
Kafando’s “call for help”, as political analyst Siaka Coulibaly

described his plea to the people, could be a bad omen
when troops are restless. Last Sunday, Kafando dismissed
security minister Colonel Auguste-Denise Barry in a move
widely seen as a step to appease the army. A key supporter
of Zida, Barry became an RSP target in its bid to obtain pure-
ly civilian rule. The government took another blow on July
13 when an African regional court overturned electoral leg-
islation that had banned several individuals and political
parties linked to Compaore from standing at the polls.

In a binding decision, the Court of Justice in the 15-
nation Economic Community of West African States (ECOW-
AS) upheld suits from seven Burkinabe parties and 13 invid-
uals protesting at rights violations. Burkina Faso is affected
by “much amateurism in government”, worsened by fre-
quent “interference” by civil society, Zida’s special advisor
Abdoulaye Soma acknowledged.

Uncertainties hang over the planned poll. The former
presidential party has designated Eddie Komboigo as its
candidate, without knowing whether he can stand.
Compaore’s former foreign minister Djibrill Bassole has been
expected to run for office, but was barred by military code
reforms. However, Burkina’s lawyer in the regional court
case, Mamadou Savadogo, pledged that the electoral code
would be amended to ensure compliance with the ruling.
Kafando has already appointed a council of elders to help.

Presidential candidate and former minister Ablasse
Ouedraogo is confident.  “We may see trouble here and
there, but the political maturity of the Burkinabe people will
enable us to see through the transition, with clean and
transparent elections. “Nobody is prepared to head into
chaos,” he said. —AFP
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India’s labor reforms too late for some

By David Lewis

When customs officers in the sleepy
Senegalese town of Koumpentoum dis-
covered a stash of pills hidden in a bus

from Mali in late February, they initially thought it
was counterfeit medicine. They stored the haul,
poorly concealed in blue plastic bags and a yellow
jerry can, in the back of the customs office. Its
owner escaped, slipping away into the sprawl of
shacks and hawkers. Days later, according to two
officials involved in the seizure, a top officer from
regional headquarters took a closer look at the
trove and identified it as the drug methampheta-
mine.  The 81 kg stash was worth an estimated $12
million or more based on the street price for the
drug in Tokyo, where much of it ends up.

The seizure was one of three in Senegal so far
this year. It highlights the new and fast-growing
role West Africa is playing in the global drug trade,
not just as a transit point for drugs but also as a
producer of amphetamine-type stimulants (ATS).
Smugglers of Moroccan hashish have long crossed
West Africa on their way to Europe or Asia. Over
the past decade, the region has also become a
major transit point for Latin American cocaine
headed to Europe. But local and international offi-
cials say West African criminal groups are now pro-
ducing and exporting hundreds of millions of dol-
lars worth of methamphetamine - or meth - every
year, most of it shipped to Asia.

Climate dictates where cocaine, heroin or
hashish are produced, but there are no such con-
straints on meth. The synthetic drug is derived
from ephedrine or pseudoephedrine, two medi-
cines that are used to treat ailments from nasal
decongestion to asthma. As anyone who has seen
the television series “Breaking Bad” knows, meth
can be manufactured even with basic equipment
and a simple understanding of chemistry. The
potential profits are huge: One kilo of meth costs
around $1,500 to make in West Africa but sells for
around $150,000 in Japan.

The powerful stimulant is smoked, swallowed,
snorted or injected by hundreds of thousands of
users there, in the United States and elsewhere.
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) says meth is increasingly popular in East
and Southeast Asia. Meth gives users an intense
rush, heightens attention and curbs appetite. It is
highly addictive. Over time, addicts usually suffer
anxiety, weight loss and tooth decay.

One reason West Africa is a good production

zone, according to law enforcement officials, is the
region’s weak controls on imports of meth ingredi-
ents. Imported legally for use in products such as
cold medicine, they can easily be diverted and
transformed into meth by boiling, filtering and
then combining them with other chemicals. Pierre
Lapaque, head of UNODC in West and Central
Africa, puts production of the drug in West Africa
at around 1.5 tonnes per year. That’s small by
world standards - just a little over one percent of
the 107 tonnes that was seized around the globe
in 2012. But it is up from zero in the region just five
years ago. “It is pretty alarming,” Lapaque said.

Nigerian authorities have discovered 10 labs
since 2010. Former President Olusegun Obasanjo
told Reuters that political leaders needed to wake
up to the fact the region had become a producer.
Obasanjo now heads the West African
Commission on Drugs and said the production of
meth in the region was raising the threat of drug-
fuelled instability. “It is now affecting our politics
because money earned from drugs is going into
politics,” he said. “You have drug barons who are
now sponsoring politicians, or who (are) in fact
going into politics themselves.”

Rusty Payne, a spokesman for the US Drug
Enforcement Administration, said one sign of the
growing importance of West Africa was the arrival
of Latin American producers, including Mexicans.
Mexican drug gangs play a central role in the meth
industry in North America. Payne said Mexicans
have helped set up clandestine labs - known as
“clan labs” - in Nigeria. “They are not just mom and
pop labs, they are big labs,” Payne said. “Mexicans
aren’t going to come over and train (people)
unless they are dealing in large amounts.”

Not Ready For Meth
Africa’s place in the synthetic drug market was,

until recent years, limited to South Africa, which
has a domestic market and feeds the global supply
chain. The surge in production elsewhere on the
continent is part of a broader boom in the global
amphetamine-type market. UNODC says annual
methamphetamine seizures more than doubled
between 2010 and 2012. The first sign that syn-
thetic drugs were being produced in West Africa
came in 2009 when chemicals including MDP-2-P,
used to make ecstasy, were found at a lab raided in
Guinea. UNODC estimates some $100 million of
ecstasy could have been produced from the pre-
cursors found there.

The same year, a Nigerian expelled from China

was arrested with a manual on how to cook meth,
said Ahmadu Giade, head of Nigeria’s National
Drug Law Enforcement Agency. “Nigeria at that
time wasn’t prepared for that type of drug because
we knew nothing about it,” said Giade. He sent a
team to South Africa to investigate how police
there handled meth labs.

In 2010, Nigerian agents stumbled across a
meth lab in a place called Monkey Village. Sunday
Drambi Ziramgey, commander of a National Drug
Law Enforcement Agency team, was one of the
first on the scene. He described a bungalow where
each of the four rooms housed a different stage of
the cooking process. In the kitchen, they found
cooking pots, burners and compressing machines.
A web of light bulbs had been strung up to dry the
meth.

A 2010 US investigation into cocaine smug-
gling in Liberia also uncovered plans to produce
meth in the country for shipment to the United
States and Japan. A 2011 report by Nigerian law
enforcement officials, seen by Reuters, details a
step-by-step guide for meth production and distri-
bution which was taken from a Nigerian deported
from China. The guide included contacts in Ghana,
Iran, Thailand and China who would help find
couriers and buyers for meth.

A senior DEA official listed Burkina Faso, Cote
d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana and Guinea-Bissau as pos-
sible locations for meth labs. Mame Seydou Ndour,
Senegal’s anti-drug tsar, said making meth across
the region had multiple advantages. “The trans-
port cost is reduced. There is less risk in Africa.
Labour is cheaper here too - with poverty there are
plenty of people who are ready to get involved,” he
said.

The Nigerian Connection
As with many other industries, Nigeria domi-

nates meth production in West Africa. It’s home to
Africa’s biggest population and some of the
region’s most established criminal gangs, accord-
ing to drugs experts. Those gangs have connec-
tions with experienced Latin American “cooks,”
such as three Bolivians detained in one lab raid.
But Nigerian gangs can now run the trade them-
selves, and have established global networks to
distribute the finished product.

The DEA official said there had been several
reported instances in Nigeria this year of 25 to 50
kg of ephedrine being diverted from registered
pharmaceutical companies. “This, on top of the
smuggled precursors, readily supplies meth pro-

duction,” the official said. Giade, Nigeria’s top anti-
drug cop, said most of the precursors used in
Nigerian meth production came from India.  Some
of the chemicals are approved for import by
Nigeria’s national food and drug regulator, he said,
while others are smuggled in illegally, “because we
have porous borders.” Giade cited the border to
the west with Benin as a major weak point.

In 2014 the Nigerian government told the
International Narcotics Control Board (INCB) it
needed 9.65 tonnes of ephedrine for legitimate
businesses. India alone supplied Nigeria with 9.2
tonnes last year, according to a Reuters analysis of
official ephedrine exports listed on Indian trade
website www.zauba.com, which collates data from
ports and customs authorities. It is not clear how
much ephedrine Nigeria imported from other sup-
pliers. “India is legally doing business, but African
nations should be checking if the amounts
ordered are in line with what is needed by the dif-
ferent factories using ephedrine,” said UNODC’s
Lapaque.

New Networks
West African meth production is still far off the

levels in Mexico, where officials seized 19 tonnes
last year and discovered a string of so-called super
labs. But local groups are beginning to make
inroads into lucrative markets in Thailand,
Malaysia, Indonesia and Japan. Law enforcement
officials say Nigerian criminal groups use extensive
networks of human mules. Several officials in West
Africa said Nigerians have begun to employ
Europeans with clean passports, who are likely to
raise less suspicion in Asia. In Dec 2013, a German
man and an Austrian woman were arrested in
Jakarta after they were caught having flown in
from Dakar with meth hidden in their luggage,
local media reported.

Police in London and Paris last year arrested
eight Europeans who had left West Africa and
were headed to Asia, each carrying 2 to 6 kg of
meth, one foreign law enforcement official told
Reuters. In an effort to stop the industry becom-
ing entrenched, Payne said the DEA is helping
local officials by detecting and dismantling clan-
destine labs. “They basically have a three-headed
monster now in Africa,” Payne said. “They have the
coke problem from South America, the heroin
from Afghanistan, and the home-grown meth
that is making its way to South Africa and Asia.
We’re trying to address it as we can, but that is
tough.” —Reuters

W Africa’s alarming growth industry: Meth

By Romaric Ollo Hien


